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Abstract

Using a systematic literature review, we study classroom pedagogies that could help develop the

pedagogy of multiliteracies for future purposes. We use thinking with theory as a methodological

framework and plug in our dataset and the theory of pedagogy of multiliteracies. As outcomes of our

analysis, the following six themes are identified for the discussion on the future pedagogy of

multiliteracies: social change, social diversity and multilingual classrooms, third space, digital

technology and multimodal learning, embodied and situated learning, and designing as meaning

making.

Keywords: pedagogy of multiliteracies, social change, multilingualism, digital technology, meaning

making

Introduction

Rapid societal and technological changes worldwide have challenged educators to reconceptualise

pedagogy in early childhood education, as well as in primary settings. Today, young children use a
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variety of tools, such as images, photos, screens, tablets, written texts, spatial materials, gestures,

virtual reality and internet of toys. Their use reflects the diversity in representations and meaning

making in formal early childhood educational contexts and at home. In twenty-first-century classrooms,

the variety of texts and increased possibilities for digital communication have diversified the ways that

children interact, understand and make meaning in different social contexts. Furthermore, classrooms

are more diverse due to gender and ethnic differences, identity politics, life experiences, abilities and

learning needs, socioeconomic backgrounds and various cultural settings (Kulju et al. 2018).

The importance of multiple modalities and social diversity in meaning making had already been raised

in the discourses on pedagogy and research in 1996, with the manifesto entitled ‘A pedagogy of

multiliteracies’ (The New London Group [NLG] 1996), using the concept of multiliteracies. The

manifesto has been cited widely and used as a foundation for new curricula, models and pedagogy in

literacy education (Serafini and Gee 2017). The original idea of the pedagogy of multiliteracies has also

been subsequently developed, especially by Mary Kalantzis and Bill Cope, who were original members

of the NLG (cf. Kalantzis and Cope 2008, 2012, Cope and Kalantzis 2009, 2017).

Twenty years after the NLG publication, the concept of multiliteracies has been implemented in

Finnish school settings, from early childhood to upper secondary education, as one of the seven

transversal competencies (National Core Curriculum [NCC] 2016). Additionally, the Common Core

State Standards in the United States (US) focus on students’ use of technology and digital media to

access information and communicate knowledge (National Governors Association Center for Best

Practices and Council of Chief State School Officers 2010). These changes in Finland and the US serve

as the impetus for our interest in studying how multiliteracies in primary education have been

understood globally. We collaboratively conducted a literature review by examining research projects

on multiliteracy and multimodal classrooms (Kulju et al. 2018). In doing so, we analysed research

regarding how multiliteracies had been implemented in primary classrooms globally. However, the

research projects seem to have been mostly undertaken in Australia, the US and Canada, which have

long histories of implementing multiliteracies in school pedagogy (Kulju et al. 2018).

In this chapter, we build on our work of analysing research on multimodal classrooms by projecting

into the future to imagine the possibilities of a pedagogy of multiliteracies for young children. We aim
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to identify projects that could help develop the pedagogy of multiliteracies, as well as the lack of

pedagogical practices that could be emphasised due to the rapidly changing media and learning

environments for young children. Our approach in this chapter could be characterised theoretically as

thinking with theory (Jackson and Mazzei 2012). In our study, this means plugging in our dataset and

the theory of pedagogy of multiliteracies, as described in the NLG manifesto and the writings of

scholars who have continued the NLG’s work, with the possibility to design a social future. Using an

iterative process of conceptualising and engaging with the NLG’s theoretical framework and analysing

current research on early childhood classrooms, we consider significant themes and propose future

directions.

Method

In this chapter, we build a systematic review of research articles that deal with the pedagogy of

multiliteracies in primary classrooms (Kulju et al. 2018). Our search for articles extended through

2014, when the Finnish Core Curriculum for Primary Education (NCC 2016) was published, with the

concept of multiliteracies. The data was collected in 2015 to understand how the concept had been

transferred and adapted to the NCC in relation to international contexts.

In this chapter, we do not follow our literature review as such but examine our data from the

perspective of thinking with theory (Jackson and Mazzei 2012) to highlight the main themes for a

possible future pedagogy of multiliteracies. First, we reorganised the original article dataset by using a

new inclusion criterion, that is, children under the ages of eight to nine. This categorisation was

somewhat challenging because some articles only mentioned the school grades, not the actual ages of

the children. Therefore, the categorisation included articles involving children from kindergarten to

grades two and three, reflecting the US school system. Based on this categorisation, in this chapter, we

include 32 out of the 67 articles from our original data set. Additionally, five of the articles include

both the youngest and the oldest age groups.

The next phase entailed examining our dataset from the perspective of the pedagogy of multiliteracies.

The idea behind thinking with theory is to use the data to think with theory and to use theory to think

with the data (Jackson and Mazzei 2012). We interpreted the data, especially across the NLG’s theory

of multiliteracies, by connecting the data and the theory to each other. We started to think of articles
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with basic concepts of the theory and decided to pick individual vignettes from our data. Vignettes

provide examples of how the pedagogy of multiliteracies works in early childhood settings based on

our data and reveal some deficiencies if we think of multiliteracies from the future perspective. In the

following sections, we focus on a few articles from the perspective of the pedagogy of multiliteracies

(NLG 1996).

Pedagogy for social change

In its manifesto, the NLG suggests that the term multiliteracies supplements traditional literacy

pedagogy and ‘creates a different kind of pedagogy, one in which language and other modes are

dynamic representational resources, constantly being remade by their users as they work to achieve

their various cultural purposes’ (1996, p. 64). We are interested in how this ‘different kind of

pedagogy’ is present in classroom practices in early childhood and primary settings. The writers of the

manifesto are clearly interested in not only theoretical assumptions about literacy but also the activism

and the social change in the late 1990s. The manifesto is both a pedagogical framework and a political

treatise about education in changing times (Serafini and Gee 2017). The social and the political aspects

of multiliteracies are even more important in this era of fake news, political populism and the rise of

nationalism. In literacy research and pedagogies, the notion of social change seems crucial to our

increasingly globalised and interconnected world.

A multiliteracy approach emphasises the social aspect of technology use and literacy education. This

feature is clearly observed in our data. One example of learning for social change could help provide an

understanding of the approach. The following vignette (referred to as vignette one) is from the article

‘Critical literacy finds a “place”: writing and social action in a low-income Australian 2/3 classroom’

by Comber et al. (2001). Their study was conducted in a class of second- and third grade children aged

six to eight. In the project that the researchers followed, the children engaged in the material and

discursive practices associated with an urban renewal project through their involvement in its literacy

and social power unit (Comber et al. 2001). The children discussed their views, wrote texts and drew

images in response to their teacher’s questions about what the best things in their lives were; what

made them happy, worried or angry; what they would wish for if they had three wishes; what they

would change in their neighbourhood, school and world; and whether they thought that young people

had any power to change things. Shifting from the personal to the local and finally the global
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perspective, the children expressed their concerns and wishes through drawings and discussions. When

the children learned about their neighbourhood, the teacher made available models and resources to

engage them in local action.

When the children expressed their concerns about the poor condition of their environment and its few

trees, as well as the major changes planned for their neighbourhood, their analyses were used as

starting points for further inquiry and curriculum design. The children combined production, design

and communication in a variety of modes to connect with the community members and redesign the

local environment. The classroom project was ‘materially as well as textually practiced – it [was] an

action involving language, body, and place […]’ (Comber et al. 2001, p. 454).

These kinds of community-based learning processes lie in the heart of multiliteracies although our data

showed a low number of such learning projects.

There has been a lot of discussion about participation and the voices of children, but it seems that very

few research projects have been identified in pedagogy, where active participation and meaning making

in the community have occurred and have been integrated into the pedagogy of multiliteracies in the

context of early childhood education. Undoubtedly, this is one of the challenges of the future pedagogy

of multiliteracies.

Social diversity and multilingual classrooms

Our dataset brings forth another aspect that is essential in the pedagogy of multiliteracies – language

and cultural diversity in the classroom. For example, in their research, Taylor et al. (2008) (referred to

as vignette two) focused on ethno-racial and language minority groups, involving four- and five-year-

old children in Canada.

The starting point of their study was that the home languages and the literacies of children from

cultural and linguistic minority backgrounds were generally ignored by schools and teachers. At the

same time, this cohort’s parents played only a limited role in their children’s learning because of their

marginal expertise in the curriculum (Taylor et al. 2008).
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Immigrants and children belonging to cultural and linguistic minority groups challenge the educational

monocultures of classrooms with a single language, culture, ethnicity and origin. The multiliteracy

approach has tried to focus on multi in its various possible dimensions, including different sorts of

literacy events and practices; various literacy practices across several cultures, institutions and social

groups; diverse modalities in meaning making, and so on (Gee 2017). Literacy is understood here as a

social practice and a communal resource, not as a set of individual competencies, skills or attributes.

This understanding offers the possibilities of bringing to the classroom the children’s interests,

families, sociocultural backgrounds and other out-of-school literacies.

In the pedagogical activities studied in vignette two (Taylor et al. 2008), the children’s emergent home

language and English literacy were embedded ‘within a linguistically rich, personally meaningful

social context’ (pp. 275–276). The children’s family members and home literacies were important parts

of the project. The pedagogical innovation entailed producing dual-language stories with the families,

to be shared with the children. Each child’s story about himself or herself, his or her family, friends,

favourite foods and activities at home and in kindergarten, as well as future aspirations, were recorded

and transcribed in English by the teachers and other staff members and printed in his or her personal

book. The children added their drawings to their books, and their families collected some photographs

and translated the children’s text into their first language. These books with two languages, pictures

and photos were then shared with peers and scanned as electronic books to be shared with their

families.

In its original manifesto, the NLG emphasised four components of the pedagogy of multiliteracies, as

follows: situated practice, overt instruction, critical framing and transformed practice. Cope and

Kalantzis (2009) reframed these four components into four pedagogical orientations or knowledge

processes of experiencing, conceptualising, analysing and applying. In the elaborated form, these are

not methods that need to be followed step by step but constitute a ‘map of the range of pedagogical

moves that may prompt teachers to extend their pedagogical repertoires’ (Cope and Kalantzis 2009, p.

186). These orientations help teachers reflect on their classroom practices.

In vignette two (Taylor et al. 2008), situated practice or experiencing needs to be highlighted. It is a

starting point that draws on the meaning-making experience in the lifeworlds of children and families
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and bridges learning spaces between school and out-of-school settings. In the future, the distinction

between formal and informal pedagogy will not be valid anymore. Learning is a fluid process occurring

in different spaces, connected by social, material and virtual networks. The future classroom is

understood as a ‘complex of mobilities’ or an ‘active body’, where different flows permeate it from

every direction (Leander et al. 2010, p. 332). The complex of mobilities is a perspective that challenges

the stable classroom and opens a learning space for different information flows, bodily presence, and

children and their parents with different experiences. This challenges the pedagogy of multiliteracies to

be open to different flows and the complex of mobilities in the future.

Exploring third spaces

The previously described project built a bridge between home and school literacies and helped the

families reconceptualise family literacy practices for the children’s biliteracy and identity development

(Taylor et al. 2008). Bridging home and school literacies is an important aspect of multiliteracies and is

sometimes called third space learning (Pahl and Rowsell 2005, Gutierrez 2008, Potter and McDougall

2017). The term third space comes from the hybridity theory (Bhabha 1994), which ‘posits that people

in any given community draw on multiple resources or funds to make sense of the world’ (Moje et al.

2004, p. 42). The third space comprises a complex of mobilities that brings together different sets of

knowledge, practices and discourses. In education, this means the knowledge, practices and discourses

that come from out-of-school settings and are taken seriously as part of the learners’ identity and

meaning making. Kindergartens, schools and classrooms are intersections of multiple cultural resources

and different kinds of contexts – some local, others global. This makes education more porous and

networked or a kind of a knot in the web of different practices. The term is not mentioned in the NLG

manifesto but is implicitly present in the theory of multiliteracies and in our data, where we can

identify many kinds of third spaces in learning, including school literacies bridged with home literacies,

school practices bridged with social practices in the neighbourhood, the physical learning environment

bridged with the virtual learning environment, and the local bridged with the global perspective. The

third space takes into account the children’s lived experiences (vignette one), home languages (vignette

two), media practices, hobbies, social backgrounds, and so on.

An example of the third space in our dataset is a study in which the home languages were incorporated

into multimodal and digital early childhood literacy settings (Lotherington et al. 2008) (referred to as
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vignette three). The study aimed to create a third space by engaging young children in writing

multilingual stories. For example, the multilingual stories were first created by using plasticine in

boxes, following a storyboard template, which were then photographed and programmed in iMovie

with oral narration. The families were asked to help with stories in their home languages, which created

wonderful connections between schools and families, with their cultures and prior knowledge. One of

the teachers involved in this project commented on her fascination with the total number of languages

(16) spoken by the children. An underlying assumption is that children in contemporary urban societies

bring to school their multilingual backgrounds, which are important to their learning and identities and

serve as valuable resources (Lotherington et al. 2008).

Another vignette in which the pupils’ cultural and linguistic backgrounds were considered was taken

from Marshall and Toohey’s (2010) (referred to as vignette four) study about an intergenerational

storytelling project in a Canadian school. They explored what would happen when the funds of

knowledge (González et al. 2005) that the children brought to school challenged the curricular and

institutional practices in the classroom. In the project, the children first recorded and translated their

grandparents’ stories of life in India from Hindi to English and then created picture books. In the

retelling process, the pupils drew on a multiplicity of ancestral, globalised and Western discourses in

their textual and pictorial illustrations. Marshall and Toohey (2010) emphasised culture as constituting

hybrid and dynamic social practices in which people engaged. The stories presented by the children

thus represented their hybrid identities as grandchildren of Punjabi Sikh newcomers to Canada, as

children growing up in twenty-first-century North America and as elementary-grade pupils attending

public school (Marshall and Toohey 2010). The authors found that some of the knowledge that the

children shared through their grandparents’ stories challenged school notions of gender equity, cultural

authenticity and sunny childhoods, for example. The children’s stories also illustrated the diversity of

possible views that a minority community held about history, morality, justice and conflict.

Vignette four (Marshall and Toohey 2010) raises the questions of broadening the educators’ minds

about the use of these resources and developing primary education curricula towards a wider

understanding of social, cultural and linguistic resources in third spaces. In fact, Marshall and Toohey

(2010) pointed out that theorists and educators had long recommended that school instruction be more
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closely linked to the cultural and linguistic practices of the homes and communities of minority

children. The pedagogy of multiliteracies needs to meet this challenge more explicitly in the future.

Digital technology and multimodal learning in early year settings

Besides home languages, the future pedagogy of multiliteracies in early year settings could focus more

on third space learning, with the aid of digital technology. In her teacher–researcher project, Hill (2010)

(referred to as vignette five) explored how 4–8-year-old children understood and worked with new

forms of literacy at home and in school. She found that in most cases, the children had access to and

could use information and communication technologies (ICTs) far in advance of the equipment in

many of the schools and preschools. In the project (conducted in 2002–2005), computers and television

were the most popular forms of entertainment and access to knowledge available in homes. Children as

young as four years old visited websites linked to television shows, used search engines to find

information and played interactive games online. The young children’s visual mode of communication

supported their learning in preschool, for example, in searching for more information on caterpillars

seen in the yard. Regarding instruction, the teachers reported their need for a metalanguage to be

explicit about how learning skills, strategies and problem solving could be used in one medium and

transformed into another type of text (Hill 2010).

According to Hill (2010), new ways of teaching emerged when some children acted as coaches or

mentors in the classroom since they were using similar software in school and at home. In other words,

following the pedagogy of multiliteracies, the instruction bridged learning spaces between school and

out-of-school environments and everyday experiences. In the future pedagogy, this will be increasingly

emphasised due to the rapid development of mobile technology. Our data did not include the use of

mobile technology in early year settings, probably because our data collection only covered the 1996–

2014 period. However, today’s mobile technology allows bridging physical and virtual spaces. Some

examples of this kind of technology include augmented and virtual realities, which are not found in our

dataset. The research on early childhood education has hardly focused on augmented and virtual reality

technologies (Freina and Ott 2015, Marsh et al. 2017). However, new technology offers new potentials

for learning. It can increase motivation, engagement and even critical thinking, as well as support

knowledge transfer. Augmented reality can provide opportunities for new forms of storytelling, play

and creativity (Yamada-Rice et al. 2017). From the perspective of multimodality, new technology not
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only brings novel modes to the meaning-making repertoire but also connects and bridges spaces in

ways that have not been previously observed.

Vignette five (Hill 2010), as well as other vignettes, also provides an example of multimodal learning

that is in the heart of the pedagogy of multiliteracies. The new digital and mobile media mix modes of

meaning making in extremely powerful ways (cf. Cope and Kalantzis 2009). From the perspective of

the pedagogy of multiliteracies, digital and multimodal learning are much more than new technological

devices in the classrooms. Cope and Kalantzis (2017) use the metaphor e-learning ecologies to

describe ‘the complex interaction of human, textual, discursive, and spatial dynamics’ (p. 1) in digital

learning environments. Digital technology offers a possibility to ecologies that ‘will be more engaging

for learners, more effective, more resource efficient, and more equitable in the face of learner diversity’

(p. 7). For Cope and Kalantzis (2017), e-learning ecologies and digital media include seven ‘new

learning’ affordances, including multimodal meaning making. Digital media is multimodal per se. Text,

image, sound and data are inseparable and manufactured of the same digital material. This makes it

different from analogical modes, which have usually material differences; for example, sound and

image are produced in different ways. Digital media brings these two modes together, for example, in a

movie editor.

Multimodality and digital media could have interesting advantages in the future pedagogy of

multiliteracies. One of these is synaesthesia in the learning process. In this context, synaesthesia means

blending of sensations, for instance, when the sense of hearing enriches the sense of sight, such as a

sound enhancing an image. Remediating meanings with a new combination of modes is an example of

the knowledge process of experiencing and broadens classroom repertoires (Smith and Kennett 2017).

Embodied, situated and social learning

Using online virtual environments with children has been under debate in the field of education.

Certainly, online life and virtuality pose many risks to the everyday experiences of young children.

However, for future learning, the issue about virtual versus real life is beyond the scope of our study.

On the contrary, we want to emphasise material, embodied and situational settings in both the

classroom and in online or virtual learning. The NLG sets an embodied, situated and social learner in

the centre of pedagogy instead of cognitive skills and competencies. Embodied, situated and social
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learning is nothing new and in most cases, a familiar feature in early childhood settings. It could be

connected to learning with digital technology or vice versa; digital technology could even enhance

embodied, playful and creative practices.

However, embodiment is not largely discussed in the context of the pedagogy of multiliteracies. The

body figures more implicitly than explicitly in the discussions (McVee et al. 2017), but it challenges

the so-called brain-based pedagogy and the cognitivist idea of learning that occurs only in the brain.

The question of the body in learning is not about traditional hands-on practices but more radically

involves shifting the perspective to embodied lifeworlds and ‘minds-on-bodies-on’ practices (McVee et

al. 2017, p. 157).

One of the original members of the NLG, James Paul Gee, has argued about embodied and situated

learning even in the area of digital technology (Gee and Hayes 2011). For Gee and Hayes, digital

media brings language back from abstractions (alphabets and written language) to concrete images and

experiences via social media and visual communication. Digital media feeds all senses and brings

‘language back to its conversational, interactive, here-and-now foundations’ (Gee and Hayes 2011, p.

12). Connected to learning, it could be embodied and situated in new ways.

Embodiment highlights children’s relations to the material world. Technological devices and screens

are also parts of the material world, whether they are in the hands of users, in the classroom or early

childhood settings (Potter and McDougall 2017). New arrangements of bodies, devices and locations in

meaning-making processes need to be studied further. This perspective usually belongs to the

sociomaterial theory of education, where materiality, devices and concrete things in a classroom are

distributed as social, spatial and physical processes and assemblages, for example, in human–digital

device relations.

Sociomaterial networks and assemblages are present in some of the studies in our dataset. One example

is incorporating popular culture and ICT into learning in the process of available designs, designing and

the redesigned, which are the three main tenets of the NLG manifesto. Available designs are resources

for designing meaning, including semiotic systems and material things, such as paper, pen, cardboard,

modelling clay, tablets, and so on, in a particular sociocultural and sociomaterial context. During the
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designing process, a child works with available materials by constructing new meanings and

representations and finalises a tailor-made new product for his or her own purposes. The whole process

is networked with different materials, tools, time, space, symbols, meanings and people in and out of

school. In the network and the actions, the classroom becomes a dynamic knot on the web, part of a

multilayered world (Hesterman 2011).

Hesterman’s (2011) study (referred to as vignette six) is an example of research on the use of popular

culture and material objects as resources for a Star Wars project involving five- to seven-year-old boys

in a Reggio Emilia school in Australia. One of her main foci was on how popular culture and ICT

broadened multiliteracy learning. In the project, the children aimed to make a movie, communicating

their story of good versus evil and victory over defeat. During the process, they – among other

activities – experimented with light, shape, shadow and reflective images; designed spaceships; used

visual design with pencil and paper; and studied a range of nonfiction texts, for example, the science of

planet hunting. During the ICT design, costumes were used in acting out the scenes of the developed

movie script, and special effects were introduced, which highly motivated the boys to redesign their

script. As stated by Hesterman (2011), the children actively transferred the knowledge that they had

gained from the Star Wars popular culture to the design of a new movie sequel. In addition to applying

a wide range of skills, such as problem solving and researching, the children became aware of the

procedure in making a movie. In conclusion, vignette six showed the children’s creative intelligence in

connecting different materialities, embodiments, physical processes and assemblages to access, design

and communicate meaning in many ways.

Pedagogies traditionally concentrate on the teacher–learner and peer-to-peer relations, not so much on

complex social and material relations in different settings. Moreover, education has traditionally tended

to focus on human, cognitive and interpretive analyses, not on complex networks of meaning making

and hybrid assemblages of heterogeneous materials. Written in 1996, the NLG’s original manifesto

does not discuss these kinds of hybrids, but for us, it seems clear that the future pedagogy of

multiliteracies should consider networked relations and hybrids, where both learners and teachers are

parts of hybrids.
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Designing as meaning making

The use of popular culture is connected to one of the key concepts of the NLG and the pedagogy of

multiliteracies, namely, design in meaning making. Husbye et al. (2012) (referred to as vignette seven)

explored processes in which groups of young children created films. The children viewed popular

media clips, collaborated in writing scripts, drew storyboards, animated media toys and handcrafted

puppets as characters. Their collaboration opened up entry points for all of the children to participate in

the storytelling process. Through play, the preschoolers progressed from being curious about the

camera to learning to control what they recorded. Popular media characters, such as those of Star Wars

Legos, served as available designs, supported playfulness in the filmmaking process and provided

storylines. Husbye et al. (2012, p. 84) cited Lensmire (2000), who explored ‘voice as participation’, an

alternative to ‘voice as individual expression’, which positioned children as independent authors who

were expected to articulate their unique voices on paper. Rooted in critical pedagogy, ‘voice as

participation’ views a child’s voice as a social self, created from the cultural resources at hand; in

vignette seven, the children actively constructed themselves during the writing workshop (Husbye et al.

2012).

Besides collaboration in groups, design in meaning making provides concepts to understand the

creative textual processes of individual children as well. Ranker (2007) (referred to as vignette eight)

examined how John, an eight-year-old boy, composed a comic story during an informal writing group

session in school. John applied various available designs in his writing process; for example, he used

comic frames to create the narrative space. Furthermore, the hypertext format of the Web served as a

source of characters and images. The television series Grim and Evil made the Grim Reaper available

as a central character, and concepts of power and energy in the video games that John played were

central to his plot. By investigating John’s composition process, Ranker (2007) learned that John

indeed was not replicating but redesigning. Ranker concluded that pupils’ writing using popular culture

was a key variable in giving more pupils access to literacy.

Vignettes seven and eight indicate that the pedagogy of multiliteracies progresses to active meaning

making by designing processes. Designing is a ‘sign’ or meaning making, for which an agent selects

modes and materials. In the design process, different resources for meaning making – such as in John’s

composing process – are integrated with one another (Bezemer and Kress 2016). Kress (2009)
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introduced the designing process in the following way: meaning makers’ existing interest shapes their

attention, which produces engagement, leading to the selection of elements for specific purposes. For

this purpose, agents could use all available designs and resources, such as comic frames in John’s case.

This kind of play and design process (creative meaning making) that strengthens agency and the

possibilities for multimodal expression is central to the pedagogy of multiliteracies.

Cope and Kalantzis (2009, p. 177) argue that the pedagogy of multiliteracies challenges ‘the inert

notions of acquisition, articulation, competence or interpretation that underpin the old literacy teaching’

and recognises the role of subjectivity and agency in the meaning-making process. The ‘meaning-

maker-as-designer’ uses cultural resources by expressing an individual’s own identity ‘at the unique

junction of intersecting lines of social and cultural experience’ (Cope and Kalantzis 2009, p. 177). In

this way, meaning making is valuable for everyone and leaves the ‘traces of transformation’ in the

social world, which others can use for their own designing process. The pedagogy of multiliteracies

identifies the meaning of making as a valuable contribution to the social world and the transformation

of subjectivity and learning.

Conclusion

In this chapter, we have highlighted studies concerning multiliteracies in early childhood education.

Based on the thinking with theory process, we have presented eight vignettes from these studies to

consider different aspects of the future pedagogy of multiliteracies. These aspects have been classified

into pedagogy for social change; social diversity and multilingual classrooms; third spaces; digital

technology and multimodal learning; embodied, situated and social learning; and designing as meaning

making. These themes have emerged across the highlighted studies, but together, they might gather

insights into the pedagogy of multiliteracies based on research articles that include classroom activities

among the youngest age groups of children in preschool and in school.

To summarise, we can describe the pedagogy of multiliteracies as one in which learning is a fluid

process in different spaces connected by social, material and virtual networks. In these third spaces, the

pupils’ linguistic and cultural backgrounds, such as their home languages and cultural resources, are

perceived as resources for design processes and pedagogy, together with other available designs drawn

from popular media and material resources, for example. Connected to collaboration and play and the
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use of ICT during the creation processes, the pedagogy of multiliteracies provides spaces to develop

awareness of the pupils’ own identities and agency, as well as the surrounding social environment,

even for embodiment and social change.

The pedagogy of multiliteracies brings together traditionally separate research strands related to the

educational field, such as media education, digital learning, studies on language instruction, and

literacy studies on reading and writing, and design and arts. This achievement means more holistic

pedagogy.

The articles in our dataset do not cover all future aspects, such as mobile technology and virtual reality

as future technologies in early education settings. However, our study’s outcomes clearly demonstrate

the creativity of children and teachers and the active role played by children in meaning making during

learning processes. Based on our data, learning is more often connected to out-of-school spaces via

digital devices and multimodal textual resources. Future trends seem to emphasise digital and

multimodal text creation and production in order to strengthen young people’s abilities to engage in

active agency in both real and digital worlds.
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